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There are several trends changing the game for analytics

There are an increasing number of digital interactions 
between carriers and their customers is enabling 

collection of new data and real-time testing of 
hypotheses

Data visualization moving to dynamic results allowing 
business users to enhance/adjust queries in real-time

Billions of dollars of investment is driving a rapidly 
evolving ecosystem of new analytic technology and 

tools available for use by carriers

A massive wave of new sources of data has come 
online (unstructured data, external data, open data 

initiative, internet of things)
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Enterprise storage shipped
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Demand for unstructured data storage is increasing and growing faster 

than structured data

Petabytes/year
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Example from outside the industry

House of Cards: A Guaranteed Hit

What they analyzed

• 30 million ‘plays’ a day

• 4 million subscriber 

ratings

• 3 million searches

• 76,897 unique ‘tags’

What they learned

• Unexpected directors, 
actors, and shows were 

disproportionately popular 
among viewers:

– David Fincher

– Kevin Spacey

– The British ‘House of 
Cards’
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Example from outside the industry
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Advanced analytics is a rapidly evolving, cross-disciplinary field
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Big topics of discussion from a recent insurance analytics conference

Cognitive 
computing

Sensor data 
and the 
connected self

Rise of open 
source 
technology

Talent!!!

Apache Spark
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Insurance carriers are using Advanced Analytics to drive benefits in 

several areas

▪ Enhance existing models by adding new data 
sources or quantifying multivariate interactions  

(e.g., enhance a risk selection model)

▪ Build new models to inform day-to-day 
operations (e.g., predict customer churn)

▪ Extract insight from unstructured data (e.g., 
identify “push” subrogation opportunities from 

claim adjuster notes)

▪ Extract insight from external data (e.g., drive risk 
classification using text analysis of company 
websites)

▪ Many others

▪ Take work off of the plate 
of expert resources and 

enable them to focus on 
areas where their 
expertise matters

▪ Drive consistency in 
decision making

▪ Uncover hidden 
opportunities

▪ Many others

Example applications Benefits
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And of course all of this requires the elusive Data Scientist

Programming and Database
� Computer science fundamentals
� Scripting language (e.g., Python)
� Statistical computing package 

(e.g., R)
� Databases (e.g.,  SQL and 

NoSQL)
� Relational algebra
� Parallel databases and parallel 

query processing
� MapReduce concepts
� Hadoop and Hive/Pig
� Custom reducers
� Experience with xaaS like AWS

Communication and Visualization
� Able to engage with senior 

business leaders
� Story telling skills
� Translate data driven insights into 

decisions and actions
� Visual art design
� Knowledge of visualization tools 

(e.g., D3.js, Tableau)

Math and Statistics
� Machine learning
� Statistical modeling
� Experimental design
� Bayesian inference
� Supervised learning, decision trees, 

Random Forest, Logistic 
Regression

� Unsupervised learning, clustering, 
dimensionality reduction

� Optimization 

Domain Knowledge and Soft Skills
� Passionate about business/ 

industry
� Curious about data
� Influence without authority
� Hacker mindset
� Problem solver
� Strategic, proactive, creative, 

innovative and collaborative
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Data 
ecosystem

Modeling 
insights

Data modeling
“Black box”

Heuristic insights
“Smart box”

Workflow 
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Process redesign

Tech
enablement

Adoption

Internal

External

Capability building

Change 
management

Source 
of value

1 2 3 4 5

Source of value
Data 
ecosystem

Modeling
insights

Workflow
integration

Adoption

▪ Clear articulation 
of the business 
need and 
projected impact 
to Loss Ratio, 
Growth, etc.

▪ Crisp view of how 
the solution 
would be used by 
the business

▪ Data ETL from 
internal systems

▪ Appending key 
external data

▪ Data enhance-
ment (new 
variables)

▪ Advanced 
analytical 
analyses
to drive new
insights

▪ Codified 
heuristics
dispersed in the
organization to
enhance 
analytics

▪ Easy-to-use user
interface built in
the platform

▪ Redesigned
processes to
embed rules in 
the workflow

▪ Developed 
frontline 
and manage-
ment
capabilities

▪ Proactive change
management”
and tracking
of adoption
with performance
indicators

Reality:  Successfully delivering a use case requires covering 5 bases 

through a cross-functional team
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Getting to scale

Capturing value

Building insights

Analytics-driven 

organization

Analytic is part of 

core DNA of 
company; Analytics 
is synonymous with 
Pricing, 

Underwriting, 
Claims

“Modern” and 

analytic-driven 
organization 
structure; different 
functions are better 

integrated, siloes 
are dissolved

Data-driven 

decision making is 
the norm

Center of Excellence 

(COE) in place, with 
dedicated resources, 
investment, and 
organizational 

commitment

Analytics “at scale”: 

pipeline of use cases; 
spans many domains/ 
functions; serves most 
or all business units

Still, Analytics is a 

function; it is 
incremental to core 
business approach

CEO support;; “pull” 

for more analytics 
from the businesses

Strong involvement 

of frontline in model 
development; focus 
on adoption and 
usage

Analytics is sub-

scale; not yet 
covering full 
breadth of 
businesses and 

domains

Predictive and 

prescriptive models 
are developed, 
which add clear 
incremental insight 

to the business

Analytics is a 

function; not (yet) 
business-led or fully 
integrated into the 
frontline

States of Analytic Development
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II. Project and Capability Delivery
� Apply analytic methods to help 

internal customers solve complex 

business problems
� Support on-going analytical 

activity conducted by internal 
customers on an as-needed basis 

(e.g., guidance, QA)
� Apply business implementation 

and change management tools 
and approaches to maximize 

analytics adoption
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IV. Standards and Education
� Develop and deliver training on 

standard analytic approaches, 

methods and tools
� Encourage and support 

collaboration between functions, 
BUs and LOBs

� Educate on analytic capabilities 
and leading practices
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I. Opportunity Identification and Assessment
� Team with business to assess analytics opportunities
� Identify requirements for analytics and evaluate data sources

� Identify innovative methods and tools to address complex problems

Opportunity 
Identification & 
Assessment

III. Functional Development
� Manage project portfolio development, prioritization and refinements
� Develop and manage technology assets (analytics workbench, data stores 

and governance, etc.)
� Measure and report on analytics effectiveness and group efficiency
� Execute communications and governance processes

Functional
Development

CAPABILITIES

Story from the frontline:  

Develop and deliver capabilities across four primary areas
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Improved underwriting results through underwriting tools which

These advances will make all underwriting tools better

Include new and 

proprietary underwriting 

risk factors

Improved risk 

classification

Incorporate predictive vs 

hindsight analytics

Know why it happened, 

not just what happened

Use multivariate vs 

one way analysis

Eliminate adverse selection 

and lost opportunity

Story from the frontline:  

XL Catlin as a More Analytical Company
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Data Management and Analytics Foundation
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Capability Maturity

Foresight Foresight Foresight Foresight - Predictive Analytics

� Foresight into the trends and patterns of data

� Models quantify drivers of profitability using 

multi-variant regressionInsightInsightInsightInsight– Data Mining 

� Understand dynamics of our business, manage 

risk and improve efficiencies

� Segmentation, Statistical analysis, Forecasting

What will 

happen 

next?

Why is this happening?

What if  trends continue?

What happened?

Where exactly is the 

problem?

HindsightHindsightHindsightHindsight– Operational Reporting 

� Understand historical drivers of loss/profitability

� Dashboards to monitor performance and enable rapid response

� Multidimensional analysis, Benchmarking

Technologies

Cloud Computing

Analytical Suite of ToolsData GovernanceAnalytics Talent

•MI

•Actuarial

•Advanced Analytics CoE

� Data Quality,  Naming standards

� Relationships (internal + external)

� Accessibility/Granularity

Data Sources

Gov

Univ.

C-IQ
ISS

GMI

XL

Evolving Daily 
Story from the frontline:  

Capability curve

There isn’t a one size fits all approach to analytics.  While predictive models 
have significant value, the analytical method depends on the business 

problem you are trying to solve. 
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Five lessons learned from successful advanced analytic journeys

Science is important, but operationalizing the data-driven insights is 
often a bigger challenge than producing the insights

4

1
Commitment from senior business executives is critical for success

Create a business-back, prioritized roadmap of use-cases 2

Most carriers don’t use all of their internal data effectively, only 
pursue external data when use cases demand it3

Scaling requires more than just attracting top data analytics talent 
– “two sport” managers and data management functions are critical5
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Questions

ACTUARIAL JOB DESCRIPTION
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Questions

DATA SCIENTIST JOB DESCRIPTION
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Questions

DATA SCIENTIST JOB DESCRIPTION


